YOU MAY SEND THIS FORM TO YOUR BROKER TO INITIATE GIFTS OF STOCK TO RAVINIA FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION.

DEAR ___________________________ DATE ____________________________

(YOUR BROKER’S NAME) (YOUR NAME AS LISTED ON STOCK)

Please transfer _______ shares of common stock of ________________________________
to RAVINIA FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION for credit to Ravinia’s account number 8057-5202 at Charles Schwab. The DTC number is 0164. The contact at Charles Schwab is Dustin Mahler and can be reached at 847-480-5851.

__________________________________________________________

(YOUR SIGNATURE) (YOUR NAME AS LISTED ON STOCK)

NOTE: TO ENSURE PROPER CREDIT FOR YOUR GIFT, PLEASE BE SURE TO NOTIFY RAVINIA WITH THE DETAILS OF YOUR STOCK CONTRIBUTION AND ITS TRANSFER DATE AS SOON AS YOU GIVE THE TRANSFER ORDER TO YOUR BROKER. PLEASE MAIL OR FAX A COPY OF THIS COMPLETED FORM (OR GIVE THE NECESSARY INFORMATION BY PHONE OR EMAIL) TO:

TIM JANS
COORDINATOR, DONOR RECORDS
RAVINIA FESTIVAL | 418 SHERIDAN ROAD, HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035
P 847-266-5023 | E TJANS@RAVINIA.ORG | F 847-433-7983

_____________________________ ________________________________
YOUR BROKERAGE FIRM YOUR REPRESENTATIVE

_____________________________ ________________________________
FIRM ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER

PLEASE CONTACT TIM JANS AT 847-266-5023 WITH ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING STOCK GIFTS.